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Abstract 

Feeding butter with elevated content of trans-10, cis-12 conjugated linoleic acid to 

obese-prone rats impairs glucose and insulin tolerance. 

 
Melissa Hamilton                                                                                   Advisor:  
University of Guelph, 2015                                                                    Professor D J Dyck  
 

This study was conducted to evaluate dietary CLAt10c12 consumption by obese prone rats 

considering supplemental doses have shown to contribute to the development of insulin 

resistance. We created butter from cows with subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA), a 

condition that decreases the pH of a dairy cow’s rumen and increases CLAt10c12 10-fold 

making this an enriched naturally occurring source of CLAt10c12. We evaluated if SARA 

butter would result in a greater risk of developing glucose and insulin intolerance, 

impaired insulin signaling and increased markers of inflammation compared to various 

diets (Lean Zuckers: low (10%) fat (LF), Obese Zuckers: LF, 45% lard, 45% non-SARA 

butter). After 8 weeks, SARA was comparable with Lard for its negative impact on 

glucose and insulin tolerance, followed by non- SARA, LF and leans respectively. 

Differences were not reflected in the insulin signaling markers. Markers of inflammation 

were variable across tissues (adipose, skeletal muscle, liver).  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Chapter One: Literature Review 
 
1.1 Diabetes, Obesity and Insulin Resistance  
 
     Obesity associated diseases such as insulin resistance and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 

(T2DM) represent major health problems occurring throughout the world. The United 

States is considered one of the most obese populations with over a third of their 

population considered above the normal weight range (BMI > 30), and other nations 

seem to be following the same path112. Globally, as of the year 2000, 171 million 

individuals were estimated to have diabetes and this number is expected to increase to 

366 million by the year 2030171. Insulin resistance is defined as a lack of response to 

insulin, and is considered a crucial intermediate step leading to T2DM79. Insulin 

resistance can often be reversed with diet and lifestyle interventions 27, 56. Therefore, 

education on the importance of modifying diet and lifestyle is critical in order to prevent 

the further spread of T2DM.  

 

1.2 Cell Signaling Pathways Involved with Insulin Resistance  

1.2.1 Insulin Signaling Pathway  

     Insulin is a major hormone that is released from pancreatic beta cells in response to 

elevated postprandial nutrients, particularly glucose, in the blood97. Insulin controls the 

uptake of glucose, as well as fatty acids and amino acids, into liver, skeletal muscle and 

adipose tissue through the activation of a signaling cascade for storage97. This process is 

initiated by the binding of insulin to the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase97, 162. The insulin 

receptor is made up of two extracellular alpha-subunits and two trans-membrane beta-

subunits 162. Insulin binds to the alpha-subunits, inducing a conformational change that 
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activates the intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity of the beta-subunits162. This allows 

phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on target proteins, such as the Insulin Receptor 

Substrate (IRS) protein family14, 162.  Phosphorylation of IRS initiates the 

phosphotidylinositide-3-kinase (PI3K) –AKT/protein kinase B (PKB) pathway, which is 

responsible for the metabolic changes stimulated by insulin14, 153. PI3K adds a phosphate 

group to phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2) allowing formation of 

phosphatidylinositol triphosphate (PIP3)78. AKT and 3-phosphoinositide dependent 

protein kinase-1 (PDK-1) have a PIP3 homology-binding domain that brings these 

proteins to the plasma membrane where PIP3 is located66, 97. AKT bound to PIP3 brings 

the protein in close proximity with PDK-1 bound to PIP3, allowing PDK-1 to 

phosphorylate AKT at residues Thr308 and Ser47366, 97.   Activated AKT dissociates 

from the plasma membrane and phosphorylates AS160, which stimulates glucose 

transporter type 4 (GLUT4) translocation from cytosolic vesicles to the plasma 

membrane81, in order to increase glucose uptake from the blood into metabolic tissues for 

utilization or storage. AKT is also responsible for the inactivation of glycogen synthase 

kinase 3 (GSK3)40, 97. A key substrate of GSK3 is glycogen synthase, the enzyme that 

catalyzes the final step of glycogen synthesis40, 97. Phosphorylation of glycogen synthase 

by GSK3 inhibits glycogen synthesis; therefore inactivation of GSK3 by AKT promotes 

storage and use of glucose as glycogen40, 97. Impairment of the insulin-signaling cascade 

will ultimately reduce glucose uptake from the blood into storage in various metabolic 

tissues. 
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1.2.2 Inflammatory Pathways – Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase Mediated Pathways   

     Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) are a family of protein-serine/threonine 

kinases that are involved in signal transduction pathways that control intracellular events 

such as organism development and response to hormones, growth factors and stress 

mediators (reactive species, cytokines, heatshock proteins and radiation) 82, 137. The 

MAPK pathway is a three-layered phosphorylation cascade where two upstream protein 

kinases activated in series will lead to the activation of a MAP kinase (extracellular 

signal-related kinases (ERK 1/2), Jun amino-terminal kinases (JNK 1/2) and p38-

MAPK)123 . The kinases immediately upstream to ERK 1/2 , JNK 1/2 and P38 are 

members of the MAP/ERK family (MEK) and are dual specificity enzymes39, 123. This 

means that MEKs can phosphorylate the MAPKs on both the aliphatic and aromatic side 

chain residues with substrate specificity for only one or two MAP kinases39. Two of the 

most characterized MAPKs are ERK 1/2 and JNK 1/2 which when activated up-regulate 

genes involved in growth and development and up-regulate proinflamatory genes 

respectively82, 123.  

 

1.2.3 MAP Kinases and Insulin Signaling  

     In addition to stimulating glucose uptake through the PI3K/AKT-pathway, insulin can 

also stimulate the MAPK pathway mediating gene expression, cell growth and 

differentiation42. The common intermediate between these pathways is IRS42, 82. 

Activation of IRS-1 through tyrosine phosphorylation initiates signal transduction; 

however when IRS-1 is alternatively phosphorylated on serine residues its signaling 

ability is diminished15, 42. An established serine kinase of IRS-1 is JNK giving its 
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implicated role in the development on impaired insulin signaling42. JNK is also 

responsible for the activation of various transcription factors, the most notable being 

Activator-Protein 1 (AP-1)31. P-38 activates nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of 

activated B cells (NFkB) by activating the inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa B kinase 

(IKK)42. AP-1 and NFkB are proinflammatory factors that regulate apoptosis42, 31. 

Another well established MAP kinase involved in impaired insulin signaling is ERK as it 

is the only MAP kinase responsible for the effect of insulin on gene transcription107. ERK 

also inhibits insulin signaling by serine phosphorylating IRS-115. 

 

Figure 1: MAPK Signaling Cascades 28, 31, 42 
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1.3 High Fat Diet Induced Insulin Resistance and Inflammation  

     The relationship between obesity and insulin resistance is well characterized in 

humans across all ethnic groups112. Feeding fat-enriched diets to rats to induce obesity 

can increase their body weight 10%-20% over several weeks compared to standard chow-

fed diets124. However, the metabolic effects of high fat feeding can be detected within 

days from initiating the diet. Decreased glucose tolerance has been measured by the third 

day of high fat feeding and hepatic and skeletal muscle insulin resistance has been 

measured after one and three weeks, respectively157. Adipose tissue insulin resistance was 

also measured after one week of high fat feeding157. High fat diet induced obesity leads to 

the development of insulin resistance in adipose tissue, skeletal muscle and liver that is 

accompanied by chronic low-grade inflammation 22. Whole body assessments such as 

glucose and insulin tolerance tests and the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp in rodents 

and humans demonstrate the rapid development of impaired insulin sensitivity, with 

human work showing development as early as 5 hours9, 22. If the increase in fat intake is 

continued over time the body’s response to insulin will deteriorate9, 22, 62, 124 . The 

development of insulin resistance in adipose tissue precedes the reduction of glucose 

uptake into skeletal muscle and liver, suggesting that adipose tissue expansion plays a 

key role157.  

 

Role of Adipose Tissue  

1.3.1 High Fat Diet and Adipose Tissue Expansion  

     Adipose tissue plays a key role in obesity associated complications such as 

dyslipidemia, low-grade inflammation, insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes62. In healthy 
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individuals insulin has the ability to suppress lipolysis in adipose tissue42.  During insulin 

resistance, adipose lipolysis is increased leading to elevated circulating free fatty acids42. 

High-fat feeding is a commonly used method of inducing insulin resistance in rodent 

models. This calorie rich diet results in a large increase in blood lipids, which must be 

stored in adipose tissue using energy-dependent processes that increase adipocyte size 

and number140. Rapid expansion of adipose tissue leads to stress because the adipocytes 

have energy limitations that are exceeded with continual demand on its lipid storage49, 74. 

Once the energy threshold is exceeded, the adipocyte begins to exhibit signs of stress 

such as  compositional changes of lipids, hypoxia, disruption of mitochondrial function, 

reactive oxygen species production, apoptotic signaling, increased FFA release, 

inflammation and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress49, 74.  

 

1.3.2 High Fat Diet and Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress  

     The endoplasmic reticulum is a key organelle in the management of protein, lipid and 

cholesterol metabolism74. The ER is highly responsive to cellular nutrient and energy 

status69. In obese conditions the ER mediates stress signaling and adaptation pathways 

called unfolded protein response (UPR)58, 59, 69, 141. When nutrients are in excess and 

exceed the metabolic capacity of the ER, unfolded and misfolded proteins accumulate in 

the lumen and act as a trigger for the UPR58, 59, 69, 141. The UPR consists of three main 

pathways that are controlled by the ER trans-membrane proteins inositol-requiring 

enzyme (IRE)-1, protein kinase-like ER kinase (PERK) and activating transcription 

factor (ATF)α 58, 59, 69, 141. Activation of these pathways is meant to induce signaling and 

transcriptional events that will return the ER to homeostasis or induce apoptosis if the 
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stress on the ER cannot be resolved which is often the case with high-fat feeding58, 59, 69, 

141.  

 

     The three UPR stress-sensing proteins are originally bound at the membrane to 

binding immunoglobulin proteins (BiP), which act as chaperone proteins that aid in 

protein folding12, 141. When the ER is overloaded with nutrients, BiP must dissociate from 

the UPR proteins in order to aid in decreasing the amount of unfolded proteins 

accumulating in the lumen12. With BiP dissociation the UPR proteins are free to activate 

various pathways contributing to the cellular stress response141. These pathways include: 

     1) Signaling through PERK: PERK signaling mediates inhibition of protein translation 

in order to help reduce protein production and consecutively reduce the protein-folding 

load on the ER65. PERK signaling has also been connected to activation of NFkB 

activation45. The decrease in protein translation results in reduced levels of inhibitor of 

nuclear factor kappa B (IkB), removing the inhibition on NFkB acitivty45.  

     2) Activation of IRE-1: IRE-1 regulates expression of ER chaperones and proteins 

involved in ER-degredation74, 146. IRE-1 can also induce apoptosis and inflammatory 

signaling through activation the JNK pathway thereby inhibiting insulin signaling 

through phosphorylation of IRS-174, 115. Moreover IRE-1 has been suggested to activate 

ERK and NRkB pathways74.  

     3) ATF6α proteins: These proteins translocate to the Golgi apparatus in response to 

ER stress where they will be activated when cleaved into in amino-terminal form29. The 

N-terminal ATF6 then translocates to the nucleus where it regulates ER chaperone 
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protein expression29. ATF6α can also influence inflammatory pathways through 

regulation of NFkB activity 74, 173.  

     Ultimately the UPR proteins work to restore homeostasis in the ER during short term 

stress. However if the nutrient overload is extended over time the UPR proteins will 

contribute to an inflammatory response through MAPK and NFkB activation.   

 

1.3.3 High Fat Diet and Systemic Inflammation  

     The inflammatory state found within obese individuals has been explained by the 

observation that adipocyte hypertrophy and hyperplasia leads to hypoxia of cells42. 

Inflammation in adipose tissue precedes the infiltration of skeletal muscle and liver with 

macrophages indicating that adipose expansion may be a key trigger for the up-regulation 

of proinflammatory genes and cytokine release17, 42, 168. Proinflammatory cytokines are 

greatly expressed in adipose tissue from humans with insulin resistance in comparison 

with healthy adipose tissue70. The earliest signs of adipose tissue inflammation are the 

up-regulation of genes for TNFalpha, IL-6, IL-8 and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 

(MCP-1), in numerous cell types including mature adipocytes, preadipocytes, dendritic 

cells and other non-adipocyte components of adipose tissue168. 

     Hypoxia increases adipocyte inflammation and release of proinflammatory cytokine 

TNFalpha in low concentrations168. TNFalpha stimulates preadipocytes to produce MCP-

1, a chemokine that attracts macrophages to the hypoxic adipose tissue42, 168. 

Macrophages form crown-like structures around large areas of hypoxic adipocytes and as 

part of a chronic inflammatory response they also release cytokines that further 

exacerbate the state of inflammation42, 168.  
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     Circulating saturated fatty acids contribute to the initiation of inflammatory responses 

by stimulating toll-like receptor (TLR) on the cell surface activating MAPKs and IKK138, 

149. Saturated fatty acids and TLR4 act in a positive feedback loop up-regulating 

TNFalpha production by macrophages through MAPK activation138, 149. FFAs trigger 

TLR4 signaling in adipocytes and both resident and infiltrating macrophages, which 

stimulates macrophage TNFalpha production via MAPK activation, further contributing 

to the inflammatory state and the development of insulin resistance138, 149. Studies have 

demonstrated that lipid infusion rapidly reduces insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscle, 

which is accompanied by increased circulating TNFalpha and increased MAPK (JNK and 

p-38) activation76, 90, 108, 151. Activation of the TNFalpha receptor (TNFR) results in 

stimulation of NFkB signaling through Ikkb, one of the major proinflammatory pathways 

within macrophages142. The main intracellular transducers of TNFR are IKK, JNK, p38 

and ERK142. This pathway mediates diet induced insulin resistance and inflammation in 

animal models71. Hotamisligil et al demonstrated that immuno-neutralization of TNF in 

obese fatty rats improved insulin sensitivity71.  TNFalpha has various effects that 

contribute to the development of insulin resistance: i) increased lipolysis from adipocytes 

keeping circulating FFAs elevated142; ii) inhibition of IRS-1 through JNK and IKK 

activation24, 68; iii) induction of NFkB activation in adipocytes92; and iv) suppression of 

genes involved in normal glucose metabolism (GLUT4, PPARgamma, IRS-1)136.  

 

    Inflamed adipose tissue contributes to the proinflammatory state found in liver and 

muscle due to endocrine cross-talk (TNFalpha, IL-6)74.  These endocrine factors 

stimulate macrophage-like Kupffer cells that reside in the liver and communicate with 
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hepatocytes in a manner analagous to intracellular communication between macrophages 

and adipocytes113. They are derived from bone marrow and reside in the liver sinusoid113. 

Kupffer cells are involved in hepatic inflammation, lipid metabolism and impaired insulin 

signaling in the liver74. There is also evidence that endocrine cross-talk increases 

macrophage accumulation in skeletal muscle51. Histologic studies have indicated that 

these macrophages are mainly localized in the intermuscular adipose depots that 

accumulate with obesity51, although the number of macrophages found in skeletal muscle 

is far less than the content in adipose tissue or the number of Kupffer cells in the liver113.  

As stated earlier, one of the major proinflammatory pathways within macrophages 

involves the IkkB/NFkB pathway160. Transgenic mice that overexpress liver-specific 

activators and repressors of IkkB have been used to determine if IkkB contributes to 

insulin resistance in the liver, similar to how it does in adipose tissue24. Mice 

overexpressing the active liver-specific IkkB developed impaired hepatic insulin 

sensitivity and hyperglycemia, which was accompanied by mild insulin resistance in 

skeletal muscle24. These mice also demonstrated elevated liver pro-inflammatory markers 

(IL-6, TNFalpha) that are similar to those found in an obese mouse model24.  

 

1.3.4 Elevated Free Fatty Acids, Hepatic and Skeletal Muscle Insulin Resistance  

     Dyslipidemia is characterized by elevated circulating levels of FFAs, very low-density 

lipoprotein (VLDL)-triglycerides, and increased ectopic fat deposition in liver and 

skeletal muscle38. The increase in circulating FFAs contributes to the development of 

insulin resistance in the liver and skeletal muscle which are two key insulin-responsive 

organs that are responsible for most of the postprandial glucose disposal26, 30, 170. In vivo 
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studies have demonstrated that insulin resistance in muscle is manifested as impaired 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and muscle glycogen synthesis35, 49. Liver insulin 

resistance results in impaired insulin-stimulated hepatic glycogen synthesis and increased 

rates of hepatic gluconeogenesis49, 53. Studies have demonstrated that insulin resistance 

induced by FFAs in human skeletal muscle is associated with reduced intramuscular 

glucose-6-phosphate concentrations134. The evidence implies that there is a defect in 

glucose transport/phosphorylation activity that can be explained by lipid metabolites 

(DAGs, ceramides) that activate protein kinase C (PKC) and interrupt insulin signaling 

and glucose transport3, 10, 76, 143. The PKC isoform PKC-θ is activated by DAGs in 

skeletal muscle and ultimately decreases IRS-1 associated PI3K activity thereby 

interrupting the insulin-signaling cascade46, 49. A similar mechanism for DAG induced 

insulin resistance occurs in the liver, where PKC isoform PKC-ε is activated which 

decreases IRS-2 tyrosine phosphorylation46, 49. Decreased IRS activity will decrease 

glucose uptake into skeletal muscle and liver because the insulin-signaling cascade will 

no longer increase GLUT4 translocation to the plasma membrane. Nuclear magnetic 

resonance studies have demonstrated that an increase in intracellular fatty acid 

metabolites leads to impaired activation of IRS-1 tyrosine phosphorylation and decreased 

glucose transport (decreased GLUT4 translocation)49, 145. Insulin-stimulated tyrosine 

phosphorylation of the insulin receptor has shown to be reduced in obese mouse models 

(e.g. leptin deficient ob/ob mouse) up to 35% in skeletal muscle and 25% in liver159. 

 

     Although elevated lipid deposition in the liver and skeletal muscle have similar 

mechanisms of action on insulin signaling i.e. interference, there is evidence that in fact 
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diet-induced hepatic insulin resistance precedes that of skeletal muscle91. Indirect 

calorimetry, used in conjunction with the euglycemic clamp method can provide the rate 

of glycogen synthesis (nonoxidative glucose disposal) as the difference between whole-

body glucose uptake (determined with the insulin clamp method) and glucose oxidation6, 

23,. This method has provided evidence that insulin stimulated glycogen synthesis is 

impaired in insulin resistant individuals6, 23. 

 

1.4 Conjugated Linoleic Acids 

     Conjugated linoleic acids (CLA) are a group of geometrical isomers that can be found 

in either cis- or trans- configuration, and the double bonds of CLAs are conjugated and 

separated by a single carbon-carbon bond32. CLA is produced by bacteria found in the 

rumen of herbivorous mammals when PUFAs are converted to saturated fatty acids via 

biohydrogenation87. Before the PUFAs become completely saturated, the FA products 

can be absorbed by the animals increasing the CLA content found within the meat and 

milk produced by that animal8.  In humans, CLA is obtained through the consumption of 

milk and meat as we do not have the enzymes to produce CLA isomers8.   

 

1.4.1 Subacute Ruminal Acidosis  

     Subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA) is a condition created when cows are fed a high 

grain, low forage diet to increase energy availability and maximize milk production60, 105. 

Although this diet does create a high productivity rate, it does come with negative side 

effects for the cow. SARA is characterized by extended periods of low ruminal pH 

(below 5.5-5.6)105, 127. In order to optimize ruminal fermentation and fiber digestion the 
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ruminal pH should be between 6.0 and 6.4, although even in healthy cows the ruminal pH 

does fluctuate below this level105, 127. For short periods throughout the day the ruminal pH 

can decrease due to the breakdown of dietary carbohydrates that can be consumed from 

grains such as corn and barley105, 127. Grains contain readily fermentable carbohydrates 

that are rapidly broken down by ruminal bacteria creating volatile fatty acids (VFA: 

acetate, butyrate, propionate, valerate) and lactic acid105, 127.  SARA is created from VFA 

accumulation when the amount produced exceeds the amount the rumen papillae can 

readily absorb, resulting in decreased pH105, 127. When a cow's diet is changed abruptly it 

does not allow time for the ruminal bacteria and ruminal papillae to adjust to the increase 

in VFA production105, 127. Another cause of SARA is the lack of fiber content within a 

diet. Inadequate fiber content suppresses rumination (cud-chewing) and the production of 

saliva which can buffer changes in ruminal pH105.  

 

     One of the biggest issues with SARA is the altered milk fat concentrations, including 

changes in the different CLA isomers101. The three most abundant CLA isomers found in 

milk are the cis-9 trans-11, trans-7 cis-9 and trans-10 cis-12, in decreasing order of 

abundance37, 61. CLAc9t11 is produced endogenously in ruminants with a small amount 

made within the rumen, CLAt7c9 is produced exclusively endogenously and CLAt10c12 is 

exclusively produced within the rumen37, 61. A shift in rumen fermentation can result in 

the partial hydrogenation of linoleic acid (C18:2) to trans-10, cis-12-CLA (CLAt10c12)
101. 

CLAt10c12 acts directly on the mammary gland to inhibit milk fat synthesis and is 

extremely potent as 2g/day can cause a decrease in milk fat concentration of up to 50%101.  

CLAt10c12 can also inhibit stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD), an enzyme that synthesizes 
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CLAc9t11 and CLAt7c9 endogenously. Inhibition of SCD further favors in the increase of 

CLAt10c12 in milk from SARA affected cows94.  

 

1.4.2 Health Effects of CLA 

     Recent studies with human and animals models have demonstrated that the various 

CLA isomers affect cell metabolism and function differently through specific signaling 

pathways114. The CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12 isomers have been extensively researched 

because of their potential for biological activities114. The first to demonstrate the presence 

of CLAc9t11 in milk was Parodi et al in 1977121. CLAc9t11 is the most abundant CLA 

isomer representing about 75-90% of the total CLA in milk fat121. This is of importance 

because CLAc9t11 was shown to have beneficial health effects such as reducing the risk 

for cancer, where most of the research on CLA is focused122. Using a breast cancer model, 

rats fed a butter that was naturally enriched with CLAc9t11 had a lower mammary tumor 

occurrence and fewer tumors than rats consuming the control diet75. The second most 

abundant CLA isomer is CLAt7c9 and is found in concentrations that are 10% of that of 

CLAc9t11 and because this isomer is found in relatively small concentrations it has not 

been well investigated for its specific biological health effects11. The third CLA isomer, 

CLAt10c12 accounts for less than 1% of total CLA found under normal conditions but its 

concentration can be increased ten-fold in ruminant conditions such as SARA11. 

Furthermore, most commercially marketed CLA supplements contain as much CLAt10c12 

as CLAc9t11.  

     Both CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12 have been shown to have antitumor capabilities by 

inhibiting angiogenesis in mammary tissues100. CLA has been shown to have 
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anticarcinogenic effects at various stages of cancer development including initiation, 

progression and metastasis100. Several studies have demonstrated the ability of CLA to 

delay or reduce the onset of chemically induced tumors at various sites (mammary glands, 

forestomach) in rodent models63, 75. It has been proposed that CLA has its 

anticarcinogenic properties by reducing cell proliferation,  increasing vitamin A 

metabolism through activation of PPARalpha and suppressing prostaglandin signaling 

and therefore tumour growth 7, 75, 117.  

 

     CLAmix has also shown to have positive effects on both immune function and 

atherogenesis93, 117. In animals it has been reported that CLA protects against the 

catabolism and inflammatory responses induced by the cytokine, TNFalpha117. Studies 

have also demonstrated that CLAmix supplementation protects against aortic plaque 

formation and decreases total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and 

triglycerides in rabbits and hamsters; however in rat models CLAmix supplementation had 

no protective effect again atherogenesis93, 120.  

 

     Finally, CLA has been shown to have positive effects on body composition and has 

been documented to have antidiabetic effects although there is considerable controversy 

within the literature. This appears to be due to these effects being isomer specific and that 

CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12 can have opposing effects.  This will be discussed in greater detail 

below. 
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1.4.3 Effect of CLA Supplementation on Body Composition and Indices of Insulin 

Resistance in Rodent Models.  

     There have been many documented benefits on body composition in mice when given 

a CLAmix supplement. This supplement is industrially produced by the alkali 

isomerization of linoleic acid resulting in a mixture of CLA isomers, the most dominant 

being CLAc9,t11 and CLAt10,c12 (CLAmix)44. CLA was first documented to influence body 

composition in a study in which mice were fed a 0.5% CLAmix which resulted in 

decreased body fat and increased lean body mass119. CLAmix supplemented rats showed 

up to 60% less fat mass and 14% increase in lean body mass119.  In rats, feeding 0.5% 

CLA for 5 to 7 weeks resulted in a 25-30% reduction in fat pad (retroperitoneal and 

parametrial) weight due to decreased cell size5.  Investigators have speculated that these 

effects may be a result of increased lipolysis, increased fatty acid oxidation (e.g. 

increased carnitine palmitoyl-transferase activity) or reduced fatty acid uptake into 

adipocytes119. Changes in body composition occur regardless of diet composition. A 

study demonstrated that CLA-treated mice fed either a high-fat (45% kcal) or a low-fat 

(15% kcal) diet for 6 weeks all showed significantly reduced growth rates, energy intake 

and adipose depot weight compared to the non-treated mice169. Although CLA has been 

shown to reduce fat mass in rodents, this is essentially a lipodystrophic condition in mice 

and may be accompanied by insulin resistance169. The changes in body composition as 

well as the development of insulin resistance have been attributed largely to the CLAt10c12 

isomer34, 133. Roche et al133 examined the different metabolic effects from CLAc9t11 and 

CLAt10c12 using ob/ob mice. The results showed that feeding CLAc9t11 for 4 weeks did not 

change body mass, serum glucose or insulin; however serum triacylglycerols and FFAs 
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were reduced 27% and 22% respectively compared to ob/ob mice fed control diets133. 

Adipose tissue TNFalpha mRNA was also reduced in mice fed the CLAc9t11 diet133. In 

contrast, mice supplemented with CLAt10c12 demonstrated indices of insulin resistance 

(1.5 and 7.5-fold higher serum glucose and insulin levels respectively) in spite of a 

significant decrease in fat mass133. Recently, two studies were published demonstrating 

the differences between consuming CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12 through naturally enriched 

sources. Stefanson et al148 fed female Sprague Dawley rats a high fat diet naturally 

enriched with CLAt10c12 and found significant, but small increases in fasting blood 

glucose and insulin concentrations. In contrast, de Almeida et al41 demonstrated how a 

CLAc9,t11 naturally enriched butter prevented high-fat diet induced hyperinsulinemia in 

rats.  

 

1.4.4 Fatty Zucker Rat Model  

     Obese fatty (fa/fa) Zucker rats are considered a well-established model for obesity21. 

These rats carry two recessive fa alleles that result in the expression of an obese pheotype 

that is characterized by impaired leptin signaling21.  Leptin is a hormone secreted by fat 

cells that acts in rodents via hypothalamic receptors to inhibit feeding and increase 

thermogenesis77. The obese Zucker rat is a genetic obesity model and in comparison to 

lean Zucker rats exhibit hyperphagia, hyperinsulinemia and hyperlipidemia77, 111. They 

also share a number of metabolic characteristics in common with obese humans77. Both 

male and female obese Zucker rats have been used in obesity/diabetes related research; 

however, there are important sex differences.  The male obese Zucker rats are known to 

become spontaneously diabetic regardless of the diet composition38. In contrast, the 
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female obese Zucker rats only become diabetic with high-fat feeding38. A study 

demonstrated this nicely by feeding both male and female obese Zucker rats low and high 

fat diets and examining the development of diabetes38. The results showed that even on 

low-fat content diets the males developed diabetes whereas only the high fat diet induced 

the development of diabetes in the female rats38. They also demonstrated sex-specific 

differences between the lipoprotein particles (triglyceride/apolipoprotein B ratios) 

independent of diabetic state38, with female fatty Zuckers demonstrating more highly 

triglyceride-enriched lipoprotein particles38. Female fatty Zucker rats may be considered 

a more realistic model for obesity because they are diet-induced diabetic and the males 

are severely diabetic independent of diet.   

 

1.4.5 CLA and the Fatty Zucker Rat Model 

     Many CLA studies have used Zucker rats as a model to represent an obese or diabetic 

population and have shown beneficial effects when rats consume a CLAmix.  Feeding 

1.5% CLAmix to 6 week old male Zucker diabetic rats for 14 days normalized impaired 

glucose tolerance and attenuated fasting hyperinsulinemia and free fatty acid 

concentration72. Nagao et al106 demonstrated that dietary CLA alleviates 

hyperinsulinemia and elevates plasma adiponectin levels in male ZDF rats. Noto et al109 

also demonstrated improved insulin sensitivity and inflammation with CLAmix  

supplementation. Although CLA has demonstrated an ability to decrease fat mass in mice, 

the results in Zucker rats are somewhat contradictory to these findings. In one study, 

feeding a diet containing 0.5% CLAmix to lean and obese male Zucker rats for 5 weeks 

led to a decrease in fat pad weight in lean Zucker rats, but an increase in fat pad weight in 
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obese Zuckers147. On the contrary, CLAmix fed at a higher dose and for a longer feeding 

period (1.5% CLA for 8 weeks to male rats) resulted in a decrease in adipocyte size110.   

 

     There has been minimal research comparing the effects of CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12 on 

improved insulin resistance. Henriksen et al67 assessed the effects CLAmix as well as 

preparations enriched with either CLAc9t11 or CLAt10c12  on glucose tolerance and insulin-

stimulated glucose transport in skeletal muscle of insulin resistant male obese Zucker rats. 

An oral glucose tolerance test showed that CLAmix and CLAt10c12 decreased glucose 

responses by 10% and 16% respectively, and insulin responses by 21% and 19% 

respectively. Insulin mediated glucose transport activity was increased in the CLAmix and 

CLAt10c12 fed groups. The improvements in glucose tolerance and insulin-stimulated 

glucose transport were associated with decreased oxidative stress and reduced muscle 

lipid content. The authors concluded that these metabolic improvements were due to 

CLAt10c12 and that CLAc9t11 is metabolically neutral in this rat model. It must also be 

noted however that all of the studies investigating CLA in the Zucker rat model has been 

done in the insulin resistant males and research with the female diet-induced diabetic 

model is lacking67.  

 

1.4.6 Effect of CLA Supplementation on Body Composition and Indices of Insulin 

Resistance in Humans.  

     Generally, studies with humans have not been able to show a large effect on body 

composition due to supplementation with CLAc9t11 or CLAt10c12
13, 128, 131, 155.   One 

potential reason for the discrepancy between human and rodent studies is the dosage of 
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CLA administered. When normalized to body weight, the dosages of CLA given to 

humans (~0.5-4g CLA/day, or ~7-53 mg/kg/day) 13, 129, are smaller than used in rodents 

(~0.1-1g CLA/ 100g diet, or ~70-700 mg/kg/day)156.  Furthermore, while some studies 

show no improvement in metabolic markers with CLA supplementation131, others 

demonstrate a decrease in insulin sensitivity128.  Human clinical trials have also reported 

small reductions in fat mass in obese individuals128. A study conducted in 2007 

demonstrated that when overweight non-diabetic subjects supplemented with 4g/day of 

CLAmix for 12 weeks, there was no change in body composition but whole body glucose 

tolerance became impaired and was accompanied by an increase in muscle ceramide 

content155. In another set of studies by Riserus et al130,132, supplementation of 3.4g/day of 

CLAt10c12 to obese males with metabolic syndrome caused an increase in fasting glucose, 

proinsulin, and circulating C-reacitve protein. Furthermore, there was a 15% reduction in 

insulin sensitivity as assessed by a hyperinsulemic-euglycemic clamp132. These negative 

consequences resulting from CLAt10c12 supplementation were not observed when the 

subjects were supplemented with a similar dose of mixed CLA isomers, providing 

evidence that the CLAt10c12 isomer specifically caused the observed metabolic 

impairments.  

 

1.5.7 Cellular Mechanisms of CLA 

     The metabolic effects of CLA are presumed to involve changes in gene expression47, 

55 , and are believed to be primarily regulated through the interaction with transcription 

factors of the nuclear hormone receptor family154. These receptors bind small lipophilic 

molecules that modulate the receptors activation state52, 89, 175. The physical-chemical 
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characteristics of CLA are similar to unsaturated fatty acids and it is believed that CLA 

may act as a ligand for several nuclear receptors (PPARalpha, PPARgamma, 

PPARbeta/delta)19, 103, 104. Inactive receptors gather in the cytosol in a complex with 

chaperone proteins and upon ligand binding receptors dissociate from this complex and 

translocate into the nucleus where they bind to specific sequence elements present in the 

promotors of target genes150.  

 

     The Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors (PPARs) regulate the transcription 

of genes involved in lipid homeostasis, carbohydrate metabolism, energy expenditure and 

reverse cholesterol transport102. There are different PPARs that are role and tissue 

specific and each subtype can be activated by a wide range of dietary factors: 

     1) PPARalpha is expressed in metabolic tissues such as the liver, kidney, heart, 

skeletal muscle and brown fat16. Fatty acids are the main ligand for PPARalpha which 

activates genes for fatty acid catabolism52, 83. Beta-oxidation has been shown to be 

induced via PPARalpha-dependant gene regulation in rodents55.  

     2) PPARgamma regulates fatty acid and glucose metabolism by increasing fatty acid 

uptake and regulating adipogenesis154. Studies have demonstrated that a high fat diet 

increases PPARgamma expression in both rodents164 and humans163. The natural ligands 

for PPARgamma are fatty acids and fatty acid derivatives175.  In addition to ligand 

modulation PPARgamma activity is also affected by phosphorylation by MAP kinase73, 

177. MAP kinase induces the recruitment of corepressors SMRT (silencing mediator for 

retinoid and thyroid hormone receptors) that has shown to reduce receptor activity1, 177.  

     3) PPARbeta/delta influences adipogenesis and reverse cholesterol transport154. It is 
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ubiquitously expressed with highest levels found in brain, skeletal muscle and adipose 

tissue16. The natural ligands for PPARbeta/delta are fatty acids and cyclooxygenase 2-

derived prostacyclin (PGI2)89, 96. The function of PPARbeta/delta is less well known then 

the other PPARs although studies have demonstrated that stimulation of PPARbeta/delta 

has been shown to regulate the expression of genes involved in lipid catabolism and 

energy uncoupling in skeletal muscle cells47. Another study has shown that 

PPARbeta/delta null mice showed lower fetal and post-natal body weight and diminished 

gonadal fat stores indicating roles for fat catabolism125.  

 

      It is through the PPAR family that CLA is thought to have its effect on body 

composition. There has been controversy in the literature regarding which CLA isomers 

are responsible for activation of the different PPARs. It was originally proposed that the 

CLAc9t11 isomer could bind to and activate PPARalpha inducing PPARalpha-responsive 

genes responsible for changes in body compostion103, considering Moya-Camerena et 

al104 demonstrated using rat cell lines that the 9, 11 isomer has a high affinity for 

PPARalpha, which regulates lipid metabolizing enzymes. However Peters et al126 

demonstrated that changes in body composition is independent of PPARapha. The study 

demonstrated that wildtype and PPARalpha null mice fed CLAmix both showed reduced 

body weight gain and body fat content, and increased total body protein content 

compared to wildtype and PPARalpha null mice fed a control diet126.  These results 

indicate that influence of CLA on body composition seems to be independent of 

PPARalpha126.  
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     The CLAt10c12 isoform is known for its ability to alter body composition and there is 

indication that  CLAt10c12 may interact and mediate some of its effects through PPAR 

gamma103. CLAt10c12 has been shown to prevent adipocyte maturation, as well as 

triacylglycerol accumulation within adipocytes150, which are processes mediated by 

PPARgamma154. CLAt10c12 is thought to antagonize PPAR gamma activity in several 

possible ways: i) decreasing PPAR gamma gene expression18, 80, ii) activating NFkB 

which impairs PPAR gamma's induction of adipogenic genes33, and iii) via 

phophorylation mediated by the MAPK pathway1, 73. With a 24 hour CLAt10c12 treatment 

there is an increase in PPARgamma serine phosphorylation together with an increase in 

ERK phosphorylation in human adipocytes, suggesting a role for ERK in PPARgamma 

phorphorylation and inactivation84. It has also been demonstrated that ERK activation 

plays a role in CLA’s suppression of adipogeneic gene expression and insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake18.  Therefore it has been speculated that CLA antagonizes PPARgamma 

activity through activation of MAPKs (ERK) leading to inhibition of PPARgamma target 

genes18.  In addition, NFkB activation in adipocytes leads to the increased expression of 

proinflammatory cytokines IL-8 and TNFalpha as well as IL-686. These inflammatory 

cytokines induce suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOCS-3), which impairs insulin 

signaling, and glucose uptake by promoting the phosphorylation of the inhibitory serine 

residue on IRS-1154.   

 

     Finally, CLA has been connected to the activation of phospholipase-C (PLC). PLC is 

known to cleave the membrane phospholipids which releases inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate 

(IP3) and a DAG144. IP3 binds to the ER through its receptor, which increases calcium 
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release144. DAGs are converted to phosphatidic acid by diacylglyceride kinase (DAGK), 

which also stimulates calcium release from the ER99. Calcium release is followed by 

increased expression of chaperone proteins which stimulate the UPR, indicating ER stress 

which activates MAPKs (ERK, JNK), increases inflammatory genes and decreases gene 

expression of proteins involved in energy metabolism (PPARs, GLUT4)85. This 

ultimately is followed by a decrease in insulin stimulated glucose uptake. Studies have 

demonstrated that blocking DAGK activity using a chemical compound called R59022 or 

RNA interference targeting DAGK, attenuated CLAt10c12 induced intracellular calcium 

accumulation, inflammatory signaling (ERK, JNK) and suppression of lipogenesis85, 99.   

 

1.5 Summary of Literature Review 

 Obesity is considered an intermediate step to developing insulin resistance and type 

II diabetes. With constant caloric surplus adipose tissue rapidly expands, creating stress 

on the adipocytes as energy limitations are exceeded with the continual demand of lipid 

storage49, 74. Signs of adipocyte stress include compositional changes of lipids, hypoxia, 

apoptotic signaling, increased FFA release, ER stress and inflammation 49, 74, that can 

lead to disrupted insulin signaling in other tissues49, 74.  

  Conjugated linoleic acid is a group of positional isomers that humans can consume 

either through natural sources or manufactured supplements. The two most researched 

CLA isoforms are CLAc9t11 and CLAt10c12
114. The CLAt10c12 isomer is responsible for 

decreases in fat mass, but has also been shown to contribute to the development of insulin 

resistance113. CLAt10c12 is though to disrupt insulin signaling through two main 

mechanisms, the first due to antagonist to the nuclear receptor PPARgamma, which is 
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responsible for increased gene transcription for proteins relevant to increased FA uptake 

and adipogenesis103. This ultimately will decrease fat storage in adipose tissue creating a 

lipodystrophic condition103. The second mechanism is through phospholipase C 

activation which increases DAG and IP3 content leading to ER stress and MAPK 

activation85, 144.  

The content of CLAt10c12 is increased within natural food sources in a condition 

which affects cows, called subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA)44, 148. SARA occurs when a 

high grain low forage diet is fed to cows in order to increase milk production.  However, 

the pH of the rumen is significantly reduced in this condition105, which alters the lipid 

content of the milk, and most notably the CLAt10c12 isomer which is increased 

approximately 10-fold105, 148. Considering that the deleterious effects of the CLAt10c12 

isomer may be more pronounced in an obese population130, this increase within natural 

sources may be reason for concern.  
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Chapter Two: Introduction  
 

Obesity has become a worldwide problem and the percentage of the global 

population who are considered obese is constantly increasing112. The World Health 

Organization reported that in 2014 over 1.9 billion adults were overweight with 600 

million of these individuals being obese (BMI > 30)116. Obesity is characterized by an 

increase in adipose tissue due to energy imbalance that favors energy intake167. 

Consequences of this adipose tissue expansion can lead to the development of metabolic 

syndrome which is characterized by sustained elevated circulating free fatty acids (FFAs) 

levels, impaired glucose metabolism, insulin resistance (IR) and dyslipidemia167. The 

International Diabetes Federation reports that 3.2 million people die from medical 

complications associated with “metabolic syndrome” and they have estimated the annual 

health care cost worldwide of these related disorders to surpass 396 billion international 

dollars by 20252. Evidence has shown how lifestyle interventions can prevent and treat 

metabolic syndrome indicating that diet is a key factor in the development of this 

disease98, 116.  Numerous supplements, including conjugated linoleic acid, are sold and 

marketed as an aid to lose body weight. The CLA supplement is sold as a mixture 

containing various CLA isomers155.  

 

Conjugated linoleic acids are a group of positional isomers of linoleic acid that are 

composed of two conjugated double bonds separated by a single carbon-carbon bond32. 

CLA is not produced by humans, but is consumed in food sources such as milk and meat 

that are derived from ruminant animals87. Two of the most abundant CLA isoforms are 

CLAt9c11 and CLAt10c12 representing 76% and 1% of naturally occurring CLA 
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respectively37, 61. CLA isoforms are marketed as a weight loss supplement as a mixture; 

each isomer has shown to have different metabolic effects44. The CLAt9c11 isomer has 

been widely studied for its beneficial effects against cancer and CLAt10c12 has been 

studied for its ability to reduce fat mass in rodent and humans122, 129 . However, while the 

CLAt10c12 isoform has been shown to reduce fat mass, it has also been linked to the 

development of insulin resistance and inflammation129.  

 

Very few studies have examined the metabolic consequences of consuming a food 

source in which the CLA isomer content has been naturally altered.  Subacute ruminal 

acidosis (SARA) is a condition that decreases the pH of a dairy cow’s rumen and alters 

the lipid composition of the milk105. The pH change is due to a high grain, low forage diet 

given to cows that increases energy availability and maximizes the productivity of milk 

collection60, 105. The change of pH with SARA has been shown to dramatically increase 

CLAt10c12 content making this the most enriched naturally occurring source of CLAt10c12
94, 

101.  Recently, we demonstrated that feeding a CLAt10,c12-enriched butter (from SARA-

afflicted cows) to lean female rats resulted in small, but significant increases in fasting 

glucose and insulin concentrations, as well as impaired insulin tolerance148.  However, 

there was no effect of the CLAt10,c12-enriched butter on glucose or pyruvate tolerance, or 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscle148.  Shortly after our study was published, 

there was another report showing that feeding butter enriched in the CLAc9,t11 isomer to 

lean Wistar rats prevented the hyperinsulinemia induced by a high fat diet; interestingly, 

there was also no effect on oral glucose tolerance41. Collectively, these two studies 
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demonstrate a potential, albeit relatively small, effect of consuming natural food sources 

with altered CLA isomer content on indices of insulin sensitivity. 

 

The purpose of this study was to extend our previous findings and determine whether 

the consumption of a CLAt10c12 enriched “unhealthy” butter by an obese/diabetes-prone 

rat model (female fatty Zucker rats) would result in a greater risk of developing glucose 

and insulin intolerance, impaired insulin signaling in insulin sensitive tissues (muscle, 

liver, adipose), as well as increased inflammation.  For 8 weeks, female fatty Zucker rats 

were randomly assigned to either a low (10% kcal) fat (LF), 45% kcal from lard (LARD), 

45% kcal from CLA t10,c12 –enriched (SARA) butter or a 45% kcal from non-SARA 

butter diet and were compared to lean Zucker rats given a LF fat diet. The SARA and 

non-SARA butters were made with milk collected from 3-4 SARA and healthy cows, 

respectively. After 8 weeks, glucose tolerance tests (GTT) and insulin tolerances tests 

(ITT) were performed. Activation of AKT (insulin signaling) under basal and maximal 

insulin-stimulated conditions, as well as inflammatory markers (JNK, ERK) were 

measured in white and red gastrocnemius muscles, subcutaneous and visceral adipose 

tissue, and liver samples.  

 

 
We hypothesized that all fatty Zucker rats would demonstrate impaired glucose and 

insulin tolerance compared to LF-fed controls, with LARD showing the greatest 

impairment followed by SARA, non-SARA, and LF diets respectively. We also expected 

to see indications of inflammation in the high fat-fed Zucker groups, particularly the 

LARD and SARA-fed groups.  
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Chapter Three: Methods 

3.1 Animal Experimental Groups  

     Eight female lean Zucker rats and 36 female fatty Zucker rats from Charles River 

(Quebec, Canada) were used in this study. The rats were 10 weeks old upon arrival and 

were randomly assigned 2-3 rats per cage in a room with a 12-hour regular light/dark 

cycle. Rats were allowed free access to water and a low fat (10% kcal) diet for a 1-week 

acclimatization period. There were four different diet treatments used in this study: i) a 

low fat (LF, 10% kcal) diet (negative control); ii) a lard diet (LARD, 45% kcal, positive 

control); and treatment groups composed of iii) a control butter (non‐SARA, 45% kcal) 

and iv) a CLAt10c12 –enriched butter (SARA, 45% kcal). The lean Zucker rats were fed a 

LF diet and the fatty Zucker rats were randomly assigned to one of the four diet 

treatments (LF, LARD, SARA butter, or non‐SARA butter). Animals were allowed ad 

libitum access to food and water for 8 weeks. Food intake and body mass were recorded 

daily and weekly, respectively, throughout the treatment period. 

 

3.2 Diet Preparation  

     Two butter diets were made in order to evaluate the physiological responses (glucose 

and insulin tolerance, insulin signaling, inflammation) from consuming healthy (non-

SARA) and potentially unhealthy (SARA) butters (see Appendix). The two butters were 

made with the milk that was collected from either healthy (non-SARA) cows, or cows 

that had subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA). The SARA condition decreases the pH of the 

cow’s rumen, resulting in an increase in the content of CLAC10T12 compared to the non-

SARA butter, which may negatively affect insulin sensitivity48.     
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    A low fat diet (Research Diet D12450B, New Jersey) containing 10% kcal from fat 

(5.5% soybean oil and 4.5% lard) and a high fat diet (Research Diets D12451) containing 

45% kcal from fat (5.5 % soybean oil and 39.5% lard) were used for this study. A premix 

(Research Diets D12451px) identical in composition to the high fat diet (excluding the 

lard) was also ordered so that custom-made butters could be mixed in to make 45% kcal 

butter (non-SARA and SARA) diets. In order to make each custom diet, 1.61kg of each 

type of butter was mixed with 5.12kg of premix. Mixed diets were stored at (-10°F) in 

aliquots sufficient to last for a week. During the week, a given dietary aliquot was stored 

at 39°F.  

 

3.3 Glucose Tolerance Test  

     After 6 hours of fasting, blood glucose was measured from the tail of each rat before 

receiving a bolus injection of glucose (~3 mL) into the intraperitoneal cavity. The glucose 

was prepared by diluting 20% glucose in saline solution and was administered to each rat 

at a dose of 2g/kg. Blood glucose concentrations were measured with glucose strips and a 

glucometer (Freestyle Lite, Abbott Diabetes Care Inc., Alameda, CA) at time points 15, 

30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 minutes respectively after the injection. Area under the curve 

(AUC) for each animal was measured from fasting blood glucose levels (mmol/L) and 

group means were compared to evaluate differences in glucose tolerance between diet 

treatments. A greater AUC is indicative of impaired glucose tolerance.  
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3.4 Insulin tolerance Test  

     Blood glucose concentrations were measured as described above. Stock insulin 

(Humulin, 100U/mL) was diluted in saline to give a 0.025U/100µL solution. After 

measuring fasting blood glucose concentrations each rat was given an intraperitoneal 

injection of 0.75 U insulin/kg body mass. Blood measurements were taken at 15, 30, 45 

and 60 minutes post injection. Area above the curve (AAC) for each animal was 

measured from baseline (fasting) blood glucose levels (mmol/L). Both negative and 

positive peaks were considered giving a net AAC. Group means were compared to 

examine differences in insulin response between the different diet treatments. A smaller 

AAC is indicative of poorer insulin tolerance.  

 

3.5 Metabolic Caging Measurements   

     During the last (8th) week, animals were housed individually in metabolic caging units 

called Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System (CLAMS, Columbus Instruments, 

Columbus, OH) with free access to food and water for a 24 hour light-dark cycle, similar 

to the initial 7 weeks. The metabolic caging units were calibrated with oxygen and 

nitrogen gas and gas flow was adjusted to the body mass of each rat. Measurements were 

taken approximately every 20 minutes for the entire 24 hours giving values for their 

respiratory exchange ratio (RER), total activity in the x-plane (x-Amb) and oxygen intake 

(VO2). The first 2 hours of measurements were excluded to allow for the rats to 

acclimatize to their new environment.  Metabolic measurements were calculated as the 

average over a 10-hour period in each of the light and dark cycles. 
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3.6 Tissue Harvesting  

     Animals were fasted overnight before being anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital 

(60mg/kg body mass). From the right side of the body, red gastrocnemius muscle (RG, 

fast oxidative glycolytic), white gastrocnemius muscle (WG, glycolytic), subcutaneous 

(SQAT, inguinal) and visceral (VAT, perigonadal) adipose tissue samples were obtained 

and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC for later analysis. Animals were 

then injected with a maximal insulin dose (10U insulin/kg body mass). Tissues from the 

left side of the animal (RG, WG, SQAT, VAT), as well as the middle lobe of the liver 

were obtained 15 minutes post injection to detect changes in the phosphorylation of AKT. 

Samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC until subsequent 

analyses. 

 

3.7 Western Blotting  

     Tissues were prepared for western blotting using the following procedures. Samples 

were taken from each tissue harvest and submerged in ice-cold cell lysis buffer 

containing protease inhibitors to prevent protein degradation. Samples were homogenized 

for two 1-minute cycles in the Fast Prep® tissue homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, LLP, 

Quebec, Canada) and then centrifuged at 1500 rcf for 15 minutes at 4oC.  The 

supernatant/infranatant was removed carefully using a pipette, avoiding the lipid layer 

that collected on the surface.  Protein concentration of each sample was determined using 

a BSA assay and subsequently equalized by diluting the supernatant with distilled water 

and adding this to Laemmli buffer in a 1:1 ratio.  

     Prepared sample was loaded into 15 well 10% SDS-PAGE acrylamide gels along with 

a colored protein ladder for protein weight recognition. The proteins were separated using 
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approximately 1.5 hours of electrophoresis at 100-130mV. The proteins were then 

transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane by being placed in a transfer buffer at 4oC for 

2 hours at 0.2A. The membranes were tested for equal protein loading and proper transfer 

using Ponceau-S non-specific protein stain (Sigma Aldrich , Missouri, USA). The 

membranes were then incubated in 5% skim milk powder and Tris-Base solution with 

Tween (TBST) for an hour in order to block non-specific protein binding.  The 

membranes were incubated overnight at 4oC in primary antibodies (AKT, Ser-AKT, Thr-

AKT, ERK1/2, P-ERK1/2, SAPK/JNK, P-SAPK/JNK; Cell Signaling, Massachusetts, 

USA; 1:1000 dilution in 5% BSA TBST solution). Excess primary antibody was washed 

away with TBST before the membranes were incubated for an hour at room temperature 

in secondary antibodies (anti-rabbit 1:2000 1% skim milk TBST solution). Excess 

antibody was washed away with TBST followed by TBS to clear the membrane for 

imaging. Membranes were submerged in electrochemiluminescence solution (Western 

Lighting with ECL, Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA) and then were placed in the 

FluorChem2 imager for chemiluminescence protein detection and densitometry was used 

for quantification of protein bands. For full protocol and buffer ingredients see Appendix.  

 
3.8 Statistical Analysis  
 

Statistical analysis was conducted using Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Saftware Inc, 2008, 

San Diego, USA). Two-way ANOVA was used to compare two treatments (insulin and 

diet). This test was followed by a one-way ANOVA to detect significant differences 

between diet groups. For data only analyzed by diet, a one-way ANOVA was used to 

compare differences between the diet groups. The post hoc test used after both the two-

way and one-way ANOVAs was a Fishers LSD test.  
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Chapter Four: Results 
 
 
4.1 Body Mass and Food Intake  
 
 

During the 8 weeks of feeding, the fatty Zucker rats showed similar gains in body 

mass on all diets (LFD, Lard, SARA and non-SARA); lean Zucker rats weighed 

significantly less at all time points (Figure 2). This corresponds with the average daily 

food intake which was significantly less in the lean Zucker rats (Figure 3). 

 

                     
 
 
Figure 2: Rat body mass over an 8 week feeding period.  Data presented as means.  *, 

significantly different from all other groups across all time points. SE bars are not shown 

for clarity, see appendix A Table 3.  n=8-10 per group.  Significance accepted at p < 0.05. 

LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  
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Figure 3: Mean daily food intake.  Data presented as mean plus standard error.  *, 

significantly different from all other groups. n=8-10 per group.  Significance accepted at 

p < 0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  

 
 
 
 
4.2 Tolerance Tests  
 
 
4.2.1 Glucose Tolerance Test  
 

After 120 min, blood glucose returned to baseline only in the lean Zucker group 

(Figure 4A). Calculated area under the curve (Figure 4B) was significantly greatest 

(p<0.05) in the LARD and SARA groups, followed by the LFD and non-SARA groups. 

AUC for all the fatty Zucker groups was significantly greater than the lean Zucker groups 

(p<0.05).  
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4.2.2 Insulin Tolerance Test 
  

Beyond 0 min, blood glucose concentrations for all fatty Zucker groups (LFD, 

LARD, SARA, non-SARA) were significantly greater than the lean Zuckers (Figure 5A). 

Calculated area above the curve (Figure 5B) showed essentially the same pattern as for 

the glucose tolerance tests.  AAC was smallest (indicating poorest insulin tolerance) in 

the LARD and SARA groups (p<0.05), followed by the LF and non-SARA groups 

(p<0.05).  All fatty Zuckers groups demonstrated an impaired insulin response relative to 

the lean Zucker group (p<0.05). 

 

 

 
Figure 4: A) Glucose Tolerance Test results for rats fed various diets for 8 weeks.  Data 

shown as mean values. SE bars are not shown for clarity, for SE and significance at each 

time point see Appendix A Table 1. 

B) Total area under the curve for the glucose tolerance test. Groups which share a letter 

are not statistically different. n=8-10 per group. SE bars are shown. Significance accepted 

at p < 0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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Figure 5: A) Insulin Tolerance Test for rats fed various diets for an 8 week feeding 

period. Data shown as mean values. SE bars are not shown for clarity. For SE and 

significance at each time point see Appendix A Table 2.  

 B) Area above the curve for insulin tolerance test. Groups which share a letter are not 

statistically different. n=8-10 per group. SE bars are shown. Significance accepted at p < 

0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 

 
4.3 Activity (X-ambulatory), Oxygen Uptake, and Respiratory Exchange Ratio 

Measurements.  

 
4.3.1 Activity: Lean Zucker rats were significantly more active during the dark (awake) 

phase than during the light phase (Table 1). During both the light and dark phase, lean 

Zuckers were more active compared to all fatty Zucker groups (Table 1). During the dark 

phase, SARA and non-SARA rats were the least active groups (p<0.05). 
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4.3.2 Oxygen Uptake: Only the lean Zuckers showed a significant increase in oxygen 

uptake in the dark vs the light phase (Table 1). During both the light and dark phases, 

lean Zucker rats had a significantly greater oxygen uptake than the fatty Zucker (FZ) 

groups.  However FZ-LFD and FZ-LARD fed rats had significantly greater oxygen 

uptake then FZ-SARA and FZ-non-SARA fed rats (Table 1).  

 

4.3.3 RER: During both the light and dark phases, high fat fed fatty Zucker rats (LARD, 

SARA and non-SARA) had significantly lower RERs compared to lean and fatty Zucker 

rats fed a low fat diet (Table 1). During the light phase SARA fed rats had a significantly 

lower RER compared to the LARD fed rats (Table 1). None of the groups demonstrated a 

significant decrease in RER from the dark to light phase. 

 

Table 1: Metabolic caging values for RER, X-amb and VO2 during light and dark phase 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 

Significance from light to dark is indicated by an asterisk. Groups which share a letter are 

not statistically different.  n=8-10 per group.  Significance accepted at p < 0.05. Units are 

expressed in beam breaks (X-amb), and mL/kg/min (VO2). LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty 

Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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4.4 Insulin Signaling and Makers of Inflammation  
 
 
Muscle  

4.4.1 Insulin signaling  

     Total AKT and phosphorylated AKT (p-Ser473 and p-Thr308) were determined in red 

and white gastrocnemius muscle (Figure 6). Total AKT was unchanged with diet and 

insulin injection (Figure 6A, D). In both RG and WG, acute insulin injection significantly 

increased p-Ser AKT and p-Thr AKT in all groups, although the response was 

significantly blunted in fatty Zucker groups regardless of diet compared with the lean 

Zuckers (Figures 6B, C, E and F). In general, there were no significant differences in 

AKT phosphorylation amongst the different fatty Zucker groups.  

 

4.4.2 Inflammatory Markers  

The inflammatory markers ERK and JNK were measured in RG and WG in the total 

and phosphorylated forms (Figures 7 and 8).  Both RG and WG generally showed no 

significant differences in total or phosphorylated ERK (total-ERK, phospho-ERK) 

amongst the various groups (Figure 7).  Unexpectedly, lean Zucker rats had significantly 

greater total-JNK and phospho-JNK than LARD and non-SARA fatty Zuckers (p<0.05); 

LF and SARA fatty Zuckers were statistically similar to the other diet groups (Figures 8A, 

B). In WG, the LARD fed fatty Zucker group had significantly lower total-JNK levels 

compared to all other groups; there were no significant differences in phospho-JNK 

levels between groups (Figures 8C, D).  
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Adipose Tissue  

4.4.3 Insulin Signaling  

     Total AKT content was generally similar amongst all groups in both depots, with the 

exception of a significantly lower total AKT in the SQAT of the lean Zuckers (Figures 

9A, D). There was no significant difference in total AKT content following acute insulin 

administration in either AT depot (Figures 9A, D). 

 

     In SQAT, insulin administration significantly increased p-Ser AKT in lean Zuckers, 

LF and SARA fatty Zuckers, but not in the LARD and non-SARA groups (p<0.05, 

Figure 9B).  p-Thr AKT was increased in all groups, and was the greatest in the lean 

Zuckers and the least in the low-fat fed fatty Zuckers (p<0.05, Figure 9C). In VAT, 

insulin response was consistently impaired in the high fat fed fatty Zucker rats.  Insulin 

acutely increased p-Ser AKT (Figure 9E) in lean and non-SARA Zuckers (p<0.05), 

although the response was significantly blunted in the non-SARA group.  p-Thr AKT 

(Figure 9F) increased in response to insulin only in the low-fat fed lean and fatty Zuckers 

(p<0.05), but not the LARD, SARA or non-SARA groups.  

 
 
4.4.4 Inflammatory Markers  
 

Total and phosphorylated ERK content in SQAT was variable, but generally similar 

amongst all groups (Figures 10A, B).  In VAT, total and phosphorylated ERK content 

(Figures 10C, D) was unexpectedly decreased in all fatty Zucker groups relative to the 

lean Zuckers (p<0.05).  Total JNK content in SQAT was also variable and generally 

similar amongst all groups (Figure 11A); phosphorylated JNK was similar in all groups 
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(Figure 11B). Total JNK content in VAT (Figure 11C) was significantly reduced in all 

fatty Zucker groups (p<0.05); phosphorylated JNK content in VAT was generally similar 

amongst all groups (Figure 11D). 

 

Liver 

4.4.5 Insulin Signaling  

     Liver AKT content was only measured post insulin injection. Total AKT content 

(Figure12A) was generally lower in fatty Zucker rats compared to lean, although this was 

significantly different only in the SARA and non-SARA groups (p<0.05). Similarly, Ser-

AKT and Thr-AKT content after insulin injection was generally lower in the fatty Zucker 

rats (Figures 12B, C).  

 

4.4.6 Inflammatory Markers  

     Total and phosphorylated ERK content was generally similar amongst all groups. 

Total JNK content (Figure 13 C) was significantly elevated in all fatty Zucker rats, and 

was the greatest in the high fat fed groups (LARD, SARA, non-SARA; p<0.05).  

Phosphorylated JNK was generally similar amongst all groups, but was greatest in the 

low fat fed fatty Zuckers (p<0.05, Figure 13D).  
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Figure 6: Total and phosphorylated AKT content in red and white gastrocnemius muscle 

of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks.  n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a letter are 

not statistically different.   Insulin treatment significance is denoted by an asterisk. 

Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, 

Low Fat Diet. 

 

. 
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Figure 7: Total and phosphorylated ERK content in red and white gastrocnemius muscle 

of rats red various diets for 8 weeks. n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a letter are 

not statistically different.  Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; 

FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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Figure 8: Total and phosphorylated JNK content in red and white gastrocnemius muscle 

of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks. n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a letter are 

not statistically different.   Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; 

FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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Figure 9: Total and phosphorylated AKT content in subcutaneous and visceral adipose 

tissue of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks.  n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a 

letter are not statistically different.  Insulin treatment significance is denoted by an 

asterisk. Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty 

Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  
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Figure 10: Total and phosphorylated ERK content in subcutaneous and visceral adipose 

tissue of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks. n=8-10 per group.  Groups which share a 

letter are not statistically different.  Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean 

Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  
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Figure 11: Total and phosphorylated JNK content in subcutaneous and visceral adipose 

tissue of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks.  n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a 

letter are not statistically different.  Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean 

Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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Figure 12: Total and phosphorylated AKT content 15 min post insulin injection in liver 

of rats fed various diets for 8 weeks.  n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a letter are 

not statistically different.  Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; 

FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet. 
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Figure 13: Total and phosphorylated ERK content post insulin injection in liver of rats 

fed various diets for 8 weeks. n=8-10 per group. Groups which share a letter are not 

statistically different.  Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, 

Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  
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Chapter Five: Discussion  
 
      CLA isomers have been thoroughly studied for their different health effects. 

CLAt10c12 in particular has been studied for its ability to reduce fat mass in rodents119 and 

humans128. Although CLAt10c12 has been shown to be successful for reducing fat mass, it 

has also been linked to the development of insulin resistance in metabolic tissues130, 133, 

169 .  This evidence indicates that consuming large amounts of CLAt10c12 could lead to 

impaired glucose tolerance and decreased insulin sensitivity; however the majority of the 

research to date has administered CLAt10c12 in supplemental form.  The current study was 

conducted in order to evaluate the potential negative health effects of consuming 

naturally occurring CLAt10c12  on whole body glucose and insulin tolerance, muscle 

insulin response, and inflammation in muscle, adipose tissue and liver.  This was 

achieved by feeding obese rats a CLAt10c12 -enriched butter produced from the milk of 

cows afflicted with SARA, a condition that decreases the pH of the rumen and increases 

the mik fat content of CLAt10c12 by 10-fold148.  

 

     The current study is a continuation of recent work from our laboratory that examined 

the effects of CLAt10c12 -enriched butter when consumed by lean healthy rats148. The 

findings of our previous study were that SARA butter fed rats had significantly higher 

fasting plasma insulin and blood glucose compared to control rats, suggesting the 

development of insulin resistance148. Additional functional measurements were then 

performed (glucose, insulin and pyruvate tolerance tests), but failed to show a significant 

impact of the SARA butter diet 148.  However, there were several potential limitations to 

this initial work, including i) the use of healthy, insulin sensitive rats, ii) a relatively low 
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sample size (n=5), and iii) an unrealistically high fat content in the diet (60% kcal)148. 

Taken together, these findings are inconclusive and demonstrate minimal impact of 

consuming large amounts of naturally enriched butter with CLAt10c12 on the development 

of insulin resistance148.  

 

     In order to address the limitations of the previous studies and further extend our work, 

the current study was conducted to evaluate the effect of consumption of CLAt10c12 -

enriched butter by a rodent model susceptible to developing diabetes. Female fatty 

Zucker rats were utilized in the current study as they are known to develop insulin 

resistance and diabetes only when fed a high fat diet38. We increased our sample size to 

n=8-10 and also changed our dietary treatments. The fat content was decreased to 45% 

kcal from fat to represent a more realistic high fat diet. We then compared a 45% SARA 

butter diet against a 45% non-SARA butter diet made from milk of healthy cows as well 

as a 45% lard diet (positive control) and a 10% low fat diet (negative control). This study 

examined i) whole-body glucose and insulin tolerance tests, ii) changes in oxygen uptake, 

physical activity and RER using metabolic caging units, and iii) acute insulin signaling 

(using a maximal insulin dose) in metabolic tissues including skeletal muscle (red and 

white gastrocnemius), adipose tissue (subcutaneous and visceral), and liver. Finally we 

assessed iv) inflammatory markers (JNK and ERK) in the same tissues listed above.  

 

     The current study showed significant differences in the AUC/AAC of the different 

treatment groups for both tolerance tests. For both the glucose and insulin tolerance tests, 

the worst tolerance was observed in the groups fed SARA butter and LARD. The lard-
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based diet was used in this study as a positive control, as it was expected to have the 

greatest negative impact on glucose and insulin tolerance. The results of this study 

demonstrate that that feeding CLAt10c12 -enriched SARA butter has a negative impact on 

glucose and insulin tolerance that is comparable to the impact seen in LARD fed rats. 

Unexpectedly, the influence the non-SARA diet had on glucose and insulin tolerance was 

statistically similar to the LFD negative control.  The LFD was used as a negative control 

knowing that a diet with 10% fat content will have minimal influence on glucose and 

insulin tolerance compared to the high fat diets. These results could not be attributed to 

differences in food consumption or changes in body mass, given that all fatty Zucker 

groups (LFD, LARD, SARA and non-SARA) were virtually identical in these two 

parameters. It would appear that the change in model to the female fatty Zucker rat and 

the larger sample size allowed for a more clear demonstration of glucose and insulin 

tolerance impairment in comparison with our previous study148. 

 

     The rats were placed in metabolic caging units during the 8th week of feeding in order 

to examine the effect of the various diets on physical activity, oxygen uptake and RER 

over a 24 hour light-dark cycle. The dark phase represents the phase where the rats are 

awake and more active, and the light phase represents when they are less active or asleep. 

When comparing the dark to the light phase, only the lean Zucker rats had an increase in 

activity level and oxygen uptake. During both light and dark phases all of the fatty 

Zucker rats, regardless of diet, were significantly less active than the lean Zucker rats. 

Similar results were found in oxygen uptake values where all of the fatty Zuckers had 

significantly less uptake than the leans, although interestingly, both butter-fed groups 
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(SARA and non-SARA) had a lower oxygen uptake than the LARD or LF fed fatty 

Zuckers. Physical activity was also the lowest in the butter-fed groups; although the 

difference was not statistically significant, this might explain the decrease in oxygen 

uptake. The impact of the high fat diet is also seen when looking at the RER. During both 

the light and dark phases, high fat fed fatty Zucker rats (LARD, SARA and non-SARA) 

had significantly lower RERs compared to low fat fed lean and fatty Zuckers. Most diet 

groups (excluding LARD), had a small decrease in RER in the light/asleep phase; 

however these changes were not large enough to detect significance. During sleep the 

metabolic rate is expected to reduce approximately 15% in order to preserve glucose 

utilization54, 161.  

 

      As an extension of the previous study148, insulin signaling markers (AKT) were 

measured in skeletal muscle (red and white gastrocnemius), adipose tissue (subcutaneous 

and visceral) and the liver in an attempt to elucidate differences detected with the whole 

body tolerance tests.  However, the differences found in the glucose and insulin tolerance 

tests were not reflected by similar differences in the activation of AKT, a key insulin 

signaling intermediate. In both RG and WG, an acute maximal insulin injection 

significantly increased p-Ser AKT and p-Thr AKT in all groups, although the response 

was significantly blunted in fatty Zucker groups regardless of diet compared with the lean 

Zuckers. The results were more variable in the adipose depots, although the trend was 

similar, particularly in the visceral adipose tissue, which is known to be the more 

metabolically active adipose depot166. In general, all of the fatty Zucker groups had less 

Ser and Thr AKT activation following an insulin injection compared to the lean Zucker 
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rats. The liver measurements were only done post insulin injection in order to avoid the 

risk of euthanizing the animal due to blood loss by taking a pre-insulin tissue sample. 

Total AKT, p-Ser AKT and p-Thr AKT contents were all blunted in the fatty Zucker 

groups compared to the lean Zucker rats, which is consistent with the other depots. Again, 

there were no differences found between the different dietary treatment groups in the 

fatty Zucker rats.  Collectively, these findings across all tissues fail to provide any 

consistent evidence that altered insulin signaling, as represented by AKT phosphorylation, 

can explain the differences observed between groups with the whole body tolerance tests.  

One possible explanation for this discrepancy might be that with 8 weeks of feeding, the 

female fatty Zucker rat may have become too insulin resistant to detect further 

impairments caused by the dietary treatments. Another possible explanation might be 

based on the insulin dosage used for the injection. This study used a maximal insulin dose 

in order to elicit a more robust AKT response.  However, it is possible that the different 

diets caused changes in tissue insulin sensitivity, but not the maximal response.  

Therefore, the insulin dosage used did not allow this to be determined.  A lower insulin 

dosage similar to that used in the insulin tolerance test might have yielded different 

findings.  The downside to this latter approach would be that it would be much more 

difficult to detect changes in insulin signaling in most of the fatty Zucker groups, as they 

already showed considerable impairment. 

 

      The female fatty Zucker rat was used in this study in order to represent an obese, 

diabetes-induceable model. Female Zucker rats were chosen over males because the 

males have been shown to become spontaneously diabetic where the females only 
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become diabetic when placed on a high fat diet38. Therefore, the female Zucker rat is the 

more appropriate animal model to use to examine the impact of lifestyle (e.g. diet) on the 

development of insulin resistance and diabetes. Corsetti et al38 demonstrated that female 

Zucker rats develop elevated serum glucose levels with a 48% kcal fat diet as early as 7 

weeks in comparison with lower fat content diets that failed to elevate glucose levels 

even by 24 weeks.  However, a study conducted by Kim et al88 examined the levels of 

insulin stimulated AKT activation in both obese and lean female Zucker rats with 3 

weeks of standard chow feeding. They observed that the obese female Zucker rats had 

30%, 21% and 37% less AKT1 activation in muscle, adipose tissue and liver respectively 

compared to the lean Zucker rats88. AKT2 activation was decreased 29%, 37% and 24% 

in muscle, adipose tissue and liver respectively88. Therefore, although the female obese 

Zucker rat does not demonstrate elevated blood glucose while on a lower fat diet, they do 

have decreased insulin stimulated AKT activation compared to the lean Zucker controls. 

Therefore, our 8 week high fat feeding period may have been too long to allow for 

potential differences in insulin stimulated AKT activation between the diet treatment 

groups to be detected with an obese female Zucker model.  

 

     In this study we also examined the MAPKs, JNK and ERK, in skeletal muscle, 

adipose tissue and liver, as these kinases have various roles in the development of insulin 

resistance. MAPKs (JNK, ERK) are established serine kinases of IRS-115, 42. IRS-1 

deactivation inhibits signal transduction and impairs the insulin-signaling cascade15. 

MAPK activation could indicate prolonged ER stress that is involved in early insulin 

resistance development74, 115, or it could indicate stimulation of TLR4 as an inflammatory 
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response to elevated circulating fatty acids138, 149. MAPKs can also contribute to the 

intensity of tissue inflammation considering they upregulate proinflammatory cytokines 

that are involved in insulin resistance such as TNFalpha71, 142.  The results from this study 

were variable across all tissues and it would appear that MAPK activation can not be 

considered the mechanism behind the high fat feeding induced insulin resistance.  

However, visceral adipose tissue JNK levels could be considered the exception. Total 

JNK content in VAT was significantly reduced in all fatty Zucker groups (p<0.05) and 

phosphorylated JNK content in VAT was generally similar amongst all groups. Therefore, 

if phospho-JNK is expressed relative to total-JNK as a ratio, it would appear that the fatty 

Zucker rats have slightly increased relative JNK activation compared to the lean Zucker 

rats, with non-SARA fed rats having the most relative activation (see Appendix). 

Enlarged and inflamed VAT has been associated with increased cytokine production. 

Park et al118 have demonstrated positive associations for obesity and visceral adiposity 

with increased serum concentrations of CRP, TNFalpha and IL-6. Similar results have 

been demonstrated by Bruun et al20 where they found a higher production of IL-8 in VAT 

compared to SQAT. Therefore JNK activation in the VAT of the fatty Zucker rats may be 

contributing to the up-regulation of proinflammatory cytokines that are involved in 

insulin resistance71. Plasma cytokines were not measured in this study, but could be 

further explored. 

 

     Currently the MAPK data presented does not explain the impaired insulin signaling 

found within the fatty Zucker rats considering there were no significant differences found 

between the different diet groups. The lack of significance between the groups could be 
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explained by several possibilities. One possibility is that due to the lack of leptin 

receptors which causes fatty Zucker rats to hyperphagic17, the constant caloric surplus 

and adipose tissue expansion may result in elevated MAPK activation that is independent 

of the diet treatment groups. However, given that there were no significant differences in 

MAPK activation of the fatty Zuckers relative to the lean Zucker rats, this explanation is 

unlikely.  A second explanation is the choice of the 8 week feeding period to allow for 

impaired insulin signaling and inflammation to develop in all tissues (adipose tissue, 

skeletal muscle and liver). Eight weeks of high fat feeding has proven to be an effective 

time period for inducing glucose intolerance and decreased insulin sensitivity in rodent 

models43, 64. However the time period for inflammatory markers is not as well established. 

Lee et al95 found that glucose intolerance, systemic insulin resistance, elevated skeletal 

muscle and liver lipid content and macrophage infiltration in adipose tissue developed in 

only 3 days of 60% high fat feeding, while systemic insulin resistance steadily worsened 

along with increased visceral adipose tissue inflammation95. The progression of insulin 

resistance was comparable in muscle, adipose tissue and liver; however inflammatory 

markers in liver and skeletal muscle did not become apparent until several weeks into the 

high fat feeding period95. Considering our study used a 45% high fat diet protocol, 8 

weeks may not have been a long enough feeding period to allow for every tissue to 

become inflamed to an extent where differences in MAPK activation between the diet 

treatment groups may be detected. A third potential explanation is that stress caused by 

tissue removal during surgery increased MAPK activation. Surgical procedures can lead 

to a variety of physiological alterations characterised by changes in endocrine and 

immune functions158. Surgical stress can stimulate the sympathetic nervous system 
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through baroreceptors, direct afferent stimulation from traumatized tissues, and local 

tissue factors released directly from traumatized tissues158. Catecholamine release has 

been documented as a surgical stress response in rodent models that can alter 

experimental results if not accounted for, an example being glucose uptake174. Evidence 

has shown that catecholamines can also activate the MAPK pathway through G-proteins 

and cyclic AMP57, 135, 165. Surgical induced stress could explain why there were no 

significant differences found in MAPK activation between the diet treatments, or between 

the fatty Zucker rats and the lean Zucker rats. 

 
     One downfall of this study was that we did not investigate the level of DAGs and 

ceramides found within skeletal muscle and the liver considering that accumulation of 

these metabolites could explain the impaired insulin signaling through the activation of 

PKC3, 10, 79. This acts as a plausible explanation considering the results from this study 

show that the level of insulin signaling impairment in the fatty Zuckers is more consistent 

in skeletal muscle and liver in comparison to the adipose depots. Therefore, future studies 

may wish to examine the accumulation of DAGs and ceramides in skeletal muscle and 

liver as a potential mechanism behind impaired insulin signaling found within these 

tissues. Subsequent studies may also wish to measure circulating inflammatory markers 

such as TNFalpha and C-reactive peptide that may reveal differences in the level of 

inflammation between the different diet treatments.   

 

     Future work may also wish to expand on this study by investigating the effect that 

consumption of a butter naturally enriched with CLAt10c12  will have in obese humans, 

considering the effects of CLAt10c12  are more influential in obese compared to lean 
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individuals139, 169.  Meta-analyses have shown that increased dairy consumption may be 

beneficial for fat loss and improving glucose tolerance in obese humans4, 176.  However, 

studies have yet to examine the effects of the consumption of a naturally enriched dairy 

source with CLAt10c12 by an obese population. Considering that our current study has 

demonstrated how a CLAt10c12 enriched butter impairs glucose and insulin tolerance in 

obese rats, it may be worth investigating in human models. Obese humans are more likely 

to consume large quantities of high fat dairy products (butter, whole milk) that may 

contain elevated CLAt10c12. Human studies could examine the short-term effect of 

CLAt10c12 consumption on skeletal muscle adaptations and insulin sensitivity17, 25. In 

humans, high fat feeding of 60% kcal from fat for 5 days elevated fasting glucose and 

reduced suppression of hepatic gluconeogensis17. High fat feeding to humans with 45% 

kcal from fat reduced insulin sensitivity by 11% in less than a month152. Feeding a high 

fat diet for a short term period to obese humans could potentially reveal the negative 

health effects from naturally elevated CLAt10c12 consumption. These studies may 

represent how prolonged consumption of CLAt10c12 enriched dairy products may 

influence the health of an obese population.  

 

     In conclusion, the findings from this study suggest that there is an increased risk of 

insulin and glucose intolerance with consumption of an CLAt10c12  enriched (SARA) 

butter produced from dairy industry production practices. The SARA butter is 

comparable with lard for its negative influence on glucose homeostasis. Tsuboyama-

Kasaoka et al156 have demonstrated that the impact that a given dose of CLAt10c112 has on 

insulin resistance decreases as the amount of total dietary fat increases and human 
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clinical trials have demonstrated minimal impact on insulin resistance with consumption 

of CLAt10c12 supplemental doses (3.2-3.4 g/day)13, 170. From these studies, conclusions 

could be made that elevated CLAt10c12 in dairy products may pose minimal health risks. 

However, the effects of CLAt10c12  are more influential on an obese population compared 

to lean individuals139, 170. Considering that the non-SARA butter is comparable with a LF 

diet, this suggests that consuming regular butter may be a healthier choice than butter 

enriched with CLAt10c12, and that inducing subacute ruminal acidosis in dairy cows 

should be avoided. The outcome from the tolerance test was not reflected in the insulin 

signaling markers, oxygen uptake, physical activity or RER. Results from insulin 

signalling markers were generally reflected by the oxygen uptake and physical activity 

data considering the fatty Zucker rats were significantly different than the leans. MAPK 

activation can not explain the difference in insulin signalling markers between the 

different diet treatment groups or between fatty and lean Zucker rats. It is possible that 

measurements of DAGs, ceramindes, and circulating inflammatory markers (TNFalpha, 

C-reactive protein) may have provided a more clear explanation of the differences found 

in the tolerance tests and insulin signaling markers.  
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Appendix A 
 
Table A1: Blood glucose values (mmol/L) at each time point of the glucose tolerance test 
 

 
 
 
Table A2: Blood glucose values (mmol/L) at each time point of the insulin tolerance test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significance between groups is expressed at each time point. Groups which share a letter 

are not statistically different.  n=8-10 per group.  Significance accepted at p < 0.05. LZ- 

Lean Zuckers, FZ- Fatty Zuckers, LFD – Low Fat Diet.  
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Table A3: Rat body mass (g) over an 8 week feeding period  

 

Data presented as means. Significance between groups is expressed at each time point. 

Groups which share a letter are not statistically different. n=8-10 per group. Significance 

accepted at p < 0.05. LZ, Lean Zuckers; FZ, Fatty Zuckers; LFD, Low Fat Diet.  

 
 
Figure A1: Relative JNK activation in visceral adipose tissue of rats fed various diets for 

8 weeks.  n=8-10 per group.  Groups which share a letter are not statistically different.  

Statistical significance accepted at p<0.05. LZ- Lean Zuckers, FZ- Fatty Zuckers, LFD – 

Low Fat Diet.  
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Table A3: Fatty acid profile comparison of SARA, non-SARA and commercially 

available (COM) butters    
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Appendix B  
 
Western Blot notes 
 

A. Resolving gel 
1. Take one long plate, (1.5 mm) + one short plate. Short plate always goes 

in front of the long one. Lock plates into green holers.  
2. Make sure bottom glass edges are even to avoid leaks! 
3. Place a piece of gray foam on the bottom of the clear plastic casting stands.  
4. Clip the green gel holder in and make sure the bottom glass edge is sealed 

to the grey foam. You can add a small amount of water between the plates 
to check for leaking before starting.  

5. Follow recipe to make resolving gel. 
i. APS is good for ~1 wk. Make fresh if required.  

6. Pour in solution until the green line at the top of the casting stand (~1cm 
from top of short plate). 

7. Use a transfer pipette to gently add water on top to speed up 
polymerization. Try not to disrupt the gel layer below.  

8. Check for leaking. Gels take 30 min.-2 hr. to polymerize.  
 

B. Stacking gel 
1. After resolving layer polymerizes, pour out top layer of water into waste 

bucket. 
2. Follow recipe to make stacking gel. Work quickly! Stacking gel 

polymerizes in 10 minutes.  
i. ** remember to swish and toss volume BEFORE adding temed 

3. Pour on top of resolving gel. Add 10 or 15 well green comb slowly, 
without adding bubbles.  
 

C. Loading/running gel 
1. Check the beaker you used to make stacking gel- this will tell you if 

polymerization is set. Take out green well comb carefully.  
2. Lock 2 gels, or one gel and a plastic decoy, into the white and green insert 

with electrodes (short side always facing in). 
3. Place the insert into the running tank.  

i. Make sure black electrode matches with the black indication on the 
tank, and red to red (otherwise gel runs upwards….) 

4. Make up 1X running buffer- 100mL 10X running buffer stock in 900mL 
dH2O. 

5. Fill the space between the gels to the top with 1X running buffer. 
Carefully pour out volume until the bubbles are gone and buffer rests 
below the tops of the wells.  

6. Load your samples. Record your loading order!!!  
i. Vortex each sample before pipetting. 

ii. Pipette slowly and don’t eject forcefully at the end. Wait until a 
small bubble forms in the well. Remove and change the tip. 
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7. Fill the tank to either the 2 or 4 gel line with 1X running buffer. 
8. Make sure buffer isn’t leaking from between the two plates. If it is, fill 

tank to at least the 4 plate line (to entirely cover the plates). 
9. Run at 100V for ~20 minutes, until sample leaves stacking gel. 
10. Change to 120-150V. Run gel until a) blue lamelli line runs off into buffer, 

or b) reaches the bottom green line (for small proteins of interest). 
D. Transfer 

1. Before running is done: wet two sponges, 4-6 filter papers and one 
membrane per transfer cassette (black and clear/red sandwich) using 
transfer buffer from the cold room.  

2. Stop your gels from running and take the plates out of their electrode 
inserts. 

3. Setup bottom part of transfer: BLACK SIDE of cassette + 2-3 filter papers. 
4. Wear gloves!! Carefully peel off the short plate from the long plate using 

your fingers. Your gel should be sitting flat on the glass. Cut your gel 
using the molecular weight marker as a reference.  

5. Lay gel(s) down carefully on top of filter paper.  Place membrane on top 
using forceps- don’t touch with fingers! 

6. Place 3 filter papers on top of the membrane. Remove air bubbles using 
the small white roller. Place the second sponge on top and close the 
cassette.  

7. Double-check order! Black-sponge-filter papers-gel-membrane-filter 
papers-sponge-red/clear. 

8. Put sandwich into transfer tank, black facing black. And make sure the 
black electrode aligns with the black side of the lid. 

9. Add ice pack.  Bring the tank and you transfer buffer to the cold room. Fill 
the tank with transfer buffer.  

10. Run at 200 mAmp, or 0.2 Amp PER TANK. If running two tanks, 
Amp=0.4. Voltage should be 75-120V, otherwise transfer buffer might be 
bad. If it’s low to start, make new buffer and start again.  
 

E. Blocking 
1. Make up a 5% TBST + skim milk powder (1g milk per 20 mL TBST; 

you’ll need 15-20 mL per membrane). 
2. Incubate at room temp. for 1h on shaker in lab. 
3. Wash with TBST for 10 minutes. 

 
F. Primary AB 

1. Use an already diluted stock from the -20C freezer when possible. To 
make new antibody, dilute fresh stock vial 1:1000, which 15 uL stock AB 
to 15 mL TBST + 5%BSA/milk (read supplier page for what the vehicle 
solution should be). 

2. Incubate overnight in the cold room (4C). Label a 15 or 30 mL falcon tube 
with AB, catalogue #, your name and the date- use this to store your 
primary ABs at -20C if you made new dilutions.  
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3. Remove primary AB the next morning. Freeze diluted antibodies for re-
use.  

4. Was for 2x15 min. with TBST at room temp. in lab. 
 

G. Secondary AB 
1. Make up a 1% milk solution in TBST (0.15g  milk in 15 mL TBST per 

membrane) 
2. Add 1:2000 secondary AB. Check the vial from the primary AB. This will 

tell you whether you need anti-mouse (GAM) or anti-rabbit (DAR). 
3. Incubate at room temp for 1hon shaker in lab. 

 
H. Detection 

1. Pour out secondary AB into waste beaker. 
2. Rinse 2x15 min. with TBST and 1x10min. with 1X TBS (100mL 10XTBS 

in 900mL dH2O). 
3. During 1X TBS wash, pipette a 1:1 volume of ECL reagents A and B into 

a beaker. 
4. Clean a plastic petri lid using dH2O to use for detecting your 

membranes(choose one without scratches). 
5. Pour out TBS and take membranes + forceps to the imager.  

 
I. Imager instructions: 

1. Open up FluorChem2 using the desktop shortcut. 
2. Open the imager door. Use the coarse and fine knobs to adjust for amount 

of light and focus. The #s on the black tray inside the imager should look 
clear. 

3. Click movie mode. 
4. Select how many total frames you’d like. 8-10 is usually good. 
5. Uncheck “automatic exposure time” and adjust to the exposure required. 

Usually 10 sec is good. Some trickier proteins need longer exposure or 
more frames to get a strong signal.  

6. Check “show saturation” and “stack frames.” Then click “copy to next” 
until the conditions you’ve selected are applied to your total frame #. 

7. Using forceps, transfer your membrane to the petri lid.  
8. Pipette a small volume of ECL onto the membrane- just enough to cover it.  
9. Let it sit for ~30 seconds. 
10. Place the petri dish within the hash marks on the black tray in the imager.  
11. Click start. Each frame will show as a separate tab. If the blot is saturated, 

click stop.  
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Western Buffer Ingredients  

Resolving Gel Buffer (RGB)        400ml 

1.5M Tris (Tris Base)         72.6g 
pH with conc HCL to 8.8 @ 25C, filter  
0.4% (w/v) SDS        1.6g 
 
Stacking Gel Buffer (SGB)        100ml 
 
0.5M Tris (Tris HCL)        7.9g 
pH with 10M NaOH to 6.7 @ 25C, filter  
0.4% (w/v) SDS          0.4g 
 
12% Ammonium Persulfate (APS)      1ml 
 
Ammonium Persulfate        120mg 
sH2O            0.95ml 
 
Running Buffer (10X) Stock         2L 
 
250mM Tris Base         60.6g 
1.92M Glycine         288g 
1% SDS          20g 
    Bring to 2L with dH2O 
 
Transfer Buffer         4L 
 
25mM Tris Base        12.12g 
192mM GLycine             57.66g 
20% Methanol         800mL 

Bring to 4L with dH2O  
 

TBS (Tris-Buffered Saline) (10X stock)      2L 
 
200mM Tris Base         48.88g 
1.37 NaCl          160.12g 

pH to 7.6 with HCL then bring to 2L with dH20 
 

1X TBST (0.1% Tween)  
200mL 10X TBS 
Dilute to 2.0L with dH2O  
Add 2.0mL Tween-20 and Stir  
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